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About This Content

From the legendary composer and creative mind Hiroki Kikuta comes a unique new music pack you can use in your RPG
Maker projects! Inspired by both classic and modern fantasy, The Calm features Hiroki Kikuta's memorable style and flowing

melodies. From cheerful field themes to charming village tunes, Calm theme is all about finding joys in the smallest of
moments.

The familiar.mp3 file format makes this pack the perfect playlist for you to listen to while developing your game. Grab this
must-have music pack and bring some oomph to your growing library of RPG Maker resources!

Contents:

BGM 01 - Footsteps To Adventure

BGM 02 - Valley Of The Dreamers

BGM 03 - Quiescent Village

BGM 04 - Forgotten Promises

BGM 05 - Royal Morning
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BGM 06 - The Creeping Danger

BGM 07 - Dance With The Fairies

BGM 08 - A Smile Tinged With Sorrow

BGM 09 - Enchanted Meadow

BGM 10 - Knighthood Bastille

BGM 11 - Exploring Hidden Corners

BGM 12 - Upon Eagle's Wings

ME 01 - Victory

ME 02 - Fanfare
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Purchased this in a bundle during the 2017 winter sale. Has a few BGMs all with distinguishable melodies. I highly recommend
these types of music.. I bought the bundle - There some great and beautiful songs in this music pack!
If you like the songs of the preview - buy it, it's worth it.
Don't worry if you read the other "not recommended-reviews" they're out of date...
The music pack comes in 3 different formats. MP3, M4A and OGG so you can still use it in your MV-project.

For those special people:
We're in 21th century and there are countless music-converters on the internet.
Some people still don't know how google works. A little question for you: If you can handle RMMV or just download Steam,
you should know here at the latest that Google exists...

If you really don't know, I'm sorry for you and I want to help you, just klick this link > http:\/\/lmgtfy.com\/?q=What+is+google
(Please don't take it too srsly)

Greetings - have a nice day (RPG-Makers). This one seems very situational to me, though it is very good quality music.. For
those who don't know, Kiroki Kikuta composed the music for the Secret of Mana (Seiken Densetsu 2) and the Secret of Mana 2
(Seiken Densetsu 3) and I'm sure countless others I can't recall at the moment. If you grew up playing those 2 games and loved
the soundtrack you're going to love The Calm.

It's classic Kikuta style, whimsical, soft and magical. The songs in The Calm are geared towards peaceful settings, towns,
overworlds, stuff like that. It's light, it's fun, it's Hiroki Kikuta. If you love his music, you'll this.. States it's for RPG Maker MV,
but only offers MP3 file format. If I could get a refund for it I would.

"Files formatted for easy Plug and Play into RPG Maker MV and VX Ace, and other RPG Makers."

MP3 File format is NOT plug and play for RPG Maker MV. If you plan on using these files you will have to convert them to
.ogg using audacity or another converter.

I didn't buy a "plug and play" item to convert them all to work... FAIL. Well, all the music files are in MP3, so that may prove to
be a small issue. The tracks do sound great though! But if they were in Ogg it'd be better.
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